FAQ

What is a Vapor Couture electronic cigarette?
The Vapor Couture electronic cigarette is an innovative alternative to old-fashion cigarettes. It allows you to have a realistic cigarette experience without the problems associated with tobacco cigarettes, such as smoke, tar, ash and odor. Electronic cigarettes eliminate combustion, hence removing many of the problems that go along with smoking outdated tobacco cigarettes. Essentially, Vapor Couture electronic cigarettes only produce vapor-- there’s no need to light them in any way. Vapor Couture proprietary nicotine liquid turns into a steam-like vapor that satisfies just like smoke.

Who can use Vapor Couture?
Vapor Couture is not for anyone under the legal smoking age. In other words, anyone under the age of 18 is prohibited from purchasing or using Vapor Couture products. Pregnant or nursing women are strongly discouraged from using Vapor Couture, as well as people with heart conditions, high blood pressure, diabetes or people taking medication for asthma or depression.

Can I use my Vapor Couture e-cigarette where smoking is banned?
You can use your Vapor Couture e cig in many places cigarettes are banned. The laws and rules differ by state, county and property. We recommend that you abide by whatever legislature or rules apply to vapor cigarettes in your area.

Can I fly with my Vapor Couture e-cigarette?
What makes Vapor Couture different than other vapor cigarettes?
Vapor Couture is the only line of vapor cigarettes on the market specifically designed with women in mind, complete with color-coordinated accessories and a slim battery with crystal tip. Our flavors are specifically sourced for taste and quality that appeals to our female consumers.

Many other brands use cheap parts or questionable e-liquid ingredients. Vapor Couture is packed with all of the safety features and quality assurance of VMR Products, a company that prioritizes safety and performance over profits. All e-liquids under the VMR name must meet rigorous standards before reaching consumers.

To further see to it that all customers are satisfied with their products, Vapor Couture has a wonderful customer service program. All products come with a limited lifetime warranty and 30-day money-back guarantee. Between the outstanding
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quality, superior customer service and the value, it is hard to not see why Vapor Couture makes the best e-cigs in the business. To learn more about VMR safety standards and how the company sets the bar for the regulations of the vapor cigarette business, visit our Vapor Couture quality page.

What is in the Vapor?
What Vapor Couture flavor matches my cigarette brand?
Does Vapor Couture sell manual batteries?
What strength should I buy?
How long does one flavor cartridge last?
Do you sell e-liquid?
How long does a Vapor Couture battery last?
Do I need to charge the battery if this is my first time using it?
How is Vapor Couture different from V2 Cigs?

Vapor Couture combines the latest fashion trends with V2 Cigs technology. It's a unique line of vapor cigarette designed specifically for women. From the latest colors to an ultra-chic line of accessories, Vapor Couture is everything the educated, female e-cig fan is looking for. VC delivers the same strong vapors, top-quality parts and delectable flavor cartridges that made you fall in love with V2 Cigs.

Is Vapor Couture planning on creating an apparel line for their products?
How do we find out new information about the Vapor Couture line?
How do I know my battery is charging?
What flavors can I order?
How should I store my cartridges?
Where can I purchase Vapor Couture?
Where can I see the status of my order?
Where do you ship?
Can e-cigarettes help me stop smoking?

Vapor cigarettes are not categorized by the FDA as a smoking cessation product at this time. Vapor Couture is a smoking alternative.

Are vapor cigarettes safe?
Vapor Couture makes customer safety top priority. Currently, we are the only e-cig business to test every batch of e-liquid and share the test results with our customers. We also publish our ingredient list online for you to see.

What are the benefits of vapor cigarettes?
The most obvious benefits to using vapor cigarettes are that there's no tar, ash or odor associated with e-cigs. However, there are financial perks to converting to e-cigs, especially the cost of one vapor cigarette compared to the cost of buying tobacco cigarettes. Vapor cigarettes are, by far, much cheaper than regular tobacco cigarettes; one cartridge alone is the equivalent to a pack of cigarettes.

Many customers are able to reduce their carbon footprint by recycling their cartridges. If everyone were to convert to using vapor cigarettes instead of tobacco cigarettes, we would see a complete obliteration of cigarette butts in landfills and public places.

E-cigs are also called the “social cigarette” for good reason; because they do not add to air pollution with second-hand smoke and ash. People can stop worrying about the smell and smoke interfering with those around them. You can pull out your vapor cigarette and use it almost anywhere!

For more advice, tips or answers as to how vapor cigarettes work, please visit the Vapor Couture blog.